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Benzene
Benzene: will the US find enoUgh?

 Historically there have been concerns that low growth in 
global supply of benzene would be inadequate to meet 
rising demand. However, today a number of planned mega-
refineries and combined petrochemicals plants in China and 
the rest of Asia means that excess supply is now looking likely. 

Similar concerns were last heard when the large raft of 
proposed paraxylene units, both in the Middle East and Asia, 
were proposed. Although a number of these units came 
about, many, especially in China, were delayed or cancelled.

Focusing first on the US market – the US has been a 
significant importer of benzene for some time. Since 2015, 
when imports tipped the scales at more than 2m tonnes, 
the need for imports has declined slightly as production 
levels have increased on improved production economics. 

At the same time, US demand has also been stronger, 
driven mainly by styrene production. 

Although the need for imports has receded, the level of 
imports available to the US has been affected by the growth 
of imports into China. China is increasingly competing for 

the US will have to compete for benzene imports from global markets, as China increases its 
domestic demand, taking in growing volumes from new capacity in the Middle east and Asia

the same material from South Korea. 

So this leaves the question: going forwards, where will 
incremental US supply come from? 

First, we have to look at how benzene demand could 
develop. Will increased derivative production in Asia mean 
US production and hence benzene demand decreases? 

For cumene and phenol, the ship has pretty much sailed 
and these markets have seen rationalisation in the US in 
the past couple of years. 

Styrene is another matter, which we cover in more detail 
below. In general we do not expect significant increases in 
benzene demand in the US, but still expect to see some 
growth overall during the next few years.

This growth is mainly expected to come from styrene, the 
largest market, and nitrobenzene – which is the precursor for 
the faster growing methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) 
market. MDI is one aromatic derivative market that is seeing 
expansion in the US, with recent debottlenecking work and 

Polystyrene and polyurethane are two drivers of benzene demand growth in the US
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new capacity expected to come onstream in the next couple 
of years adding to benzene demand.

One issue that is hard to factor conclusively into forecasts 
is the effect on the global plastics industry, and styrene 
specifically, of increased discussion and legislation 
surrounding plastic packaging. Styrene demand for 
packaging is generally seen as being in long term decline; 
however, it is viewed as likely to be threatened further by 
any drives to reduce plastic waste.

On the supply side, benzene capacity, either via extraction 
or on-purpose production, is not expected to increase in the 
US. So incremental supply will either have to come from 
increased capacity utilisation or from imports. Capacity 
utilisation depends somewhat on refinery operations, as 
well as toluene conversion economics. 

In the past couple of years these economics have been 
more favourable than in previous years. The benzene-
to-crude ratio has also been high, which has supported 
production levels increasing. Whether this situation will 
continue of course depends somewhat on crude prices 
going forward. In the longer term, trends in gasoline demand 
could also affect benzene availability from refineries.

gloBAl CAPACitY iS on the RiSe
If we accept that US availability is not going to increase 
substantially, then import levels need to be sustained. 
Global capacity is expected to increase by almost 6m 
tonnes/year by 2020, from around 67m to almost 73m 
tonnes/year. This growth is all in Asia and the Middle East, 
which is where the demand is mostly going to come from. 

ICIS forecasts that demand will increase by 4m tonnes/year 

by 2020. This would seem to leave sufficient capacity on a 
global basis to meet incremental demand in the US, as well 
as Europe, which is another importing region. 

The question then becomes: will supply chains be robust 
enough to meet increased import demand in the West? Part 
of the reason for fluctuating benzene prices is the need for 
imports in the US, China and Europe, with a reliance on 
imports mainly from Asia and the Middle East. 

In the past few years there have been some changes in 
the traders and distributors active in the global benzene 
market, which caused some consternation in the 
marketplace, but have seemingly led to only relatively 
short-term disruptions to the flow of material. 

There were fears that liquidity in the transatlantic market 
would be lessened and that this would lead to sharper 
spikes in prices. Certainly, the benzene market has seen a 
number of severe spikes in the past two years. 

However, trade data seem to show a significant increase 
in material coming from Europe into the US during 2017 
compared with 2016. 

Although there are market reasons for this increased 
trade flow, it seems to show some robustness in trade and 
meant that the decline in product from northeast Asia was 
somewhat mitigated.

It does remain to be seen whether the European market 
can bring in enough imports and sustain local production 
enough to be able to continue to support the US. If this is 
the case, then the US is seemingly destined to remain the 
highest priced region in the short-term. In the longer term, 
there will be further strains on global trade routes due to the 
push towards self-sufficiency in China.

inCReASed Self-SUffiCienCY in ChinA
As mentioned, the impact of increased benzene demand 

US benzene spot price US refinery utilisation rates
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in China has affected and will continue to affect the global 
market. The questions are: to what extent will China 
achieve self-sufficiency in aromatics in the next five to 10 
years, and what effect will it have on global supply and 
demand for benzene?

The ongoing impact of China on the global benzene market 
is twofold. Increased derivative capacity has been increasing 
benzene demand and hence benzene imports, and at the 
same time restricting imports of benzene derivatives – either 
due to overcapacity or, more recently, the imposition of anti-
dumping duties (ADDs) on styrene from two of the leading 
sources of imports, South Korea and the US.

China’s downstream industries from benzene have 
experienced rapid capacity expansion in recent years, 
especially for styrene, phenol and caprolactam. Styrene 
capacity has increased by around 1.5m tonnes/year since 
2014, with phenol and cyclohexane up by around 0.8m and 
1.9m tonnes/year respectively. Along with other derivatives, 
this amounts to an increase in capacity to consume benzene 
since 2014 of over 5m tonnes/year.

For phenol and the nylon intermediates this increase has 
led to reduced imports and global overcapacity, which has 
had to be accommodated. However for styrene the picture 
remains the same and China is still a large net importer. 
We expect this situation to remain for a few years yet, with 
both imports and new capacity meeting future demand.

iMPACt on Benzene 
Although there has also been investment in aromatics 
capacity from refinery and naphtha cracking, the growth of 
benzene supply in China has fallen behind demand. As a 
result, China has become the largest benzene importing 
country in the world, overtaking the US. 

China’s benzene imports for 2017 are expected to exceed 
2.5m tonnes, an almost 60% increase compared with around 
1.6m tonnes in 2016. It should be noted that a fairly significant 
proportion was imported early in 2017, as buying fever 
gripped the market and stock levels expanded dramatically. 

It is viewed likely that 2018 volumes may not be as high 
due to higher inventory levels and additional capacity 
expected onstream.

Benzene demand over the next few years in China is 
expected to be driven by all the major derivatives – styrene, 
cumene (for phenol), cyclohexane and nitrobenzene (for 
MDI). Much of this should be incremental growth, but ICIS 
currently expects capacity to consume benzene to increase 

by over 3m tonnes/year by 2020. 

However, as mentioned, much of this expansion will be 
at integrated petrochemical units, so much of it should 
balance out against new supply. This is where the concern of 
oversupply comes from – if derivative demand does not keep 
growing, will there be outlets either for the derivatives or for 
benzene itself?

One area of the China markets that has already had an 
effect on the US market has been the levying of ADDs on 
styrene imports from South Korea, the US and Taiwan. 
The impact has already been felt with reduced US volumes 
flowing to China in late 2017 and early 2018. This is not 
all due to the duties, however, as scheduled production 
outages and associated production issues at US styrene 
units cut styrene availability for export.

Styrene demand in China in 2017 was estimated at almost 
10m tonnes. Of this almost 3.5m tonnes was supplied by 
imports. The volume of imports has stayed at a roughly 
similar level over the past few years, as installed capacity 
growth has only just about kept up with growth in demand. 
In the near future, we expect styrene capacity expansion 
to grow at similar levels to styrene demand, with imports 
continuing to be needed to meet demand.

As such, the levying of ADD on major import sources is 
not expected to have an impact on overall import levels in 
the short term, but will definitely affect the existing styrene 
trade flows in the region. This in turn is likely to impact the 
balance of benzene in Asia. Product will have to flow to 
China from elsewhere, likely Japan, in the short-term. 

However, recent rationalisation in Japan has resulted in 
reduced exports levels. Imports from the Middle East are 
likely to increase, whereas exports from South Korea will 
likely supplant imports from elsewhere. It remains to be seen 

Source: ICIS
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what level of product swapping occurs between South Korea 
and Japan.

In the short term, the impact of styrene ADD on the US 
market is likely to result in US exports increasing to other 
regions, for instance Europe. This would then free up 
additional material from other regions to flow to China.

In the longer term, increased self-sufficiency (which the 
ADD will presumably help drive) in the Chinese styrene 
market will also theoretically affect the US benzene market. 
If US styrene exports decrease, then theoretically US 
benzene demand could falter. 

This is viewed as most likely to mean import levels falling 
first rather than reduced production. This, in turn, could 
make more material available to meet the continued need for 
imports into China. Then, with styrene exports from South 
Korea also affected, this could free up styrene for other 
markets or lead to further benzene availability from South 
Korea, especially if benzene exports to the US also decline. 

Going forward, the growth in installed styrene capacity in 
China is likely to have an effect on import levels, and the 
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ABoUt the AUthoRS

ADD may help the local producers be more successful. 
However standalone styrene producers in China are still 
going to be at a disadvantage compared to most import 
sources and duties may not help protect them. In addition 
they will be disadvantaged compared to the large scale 
integrated complexes that may be built.

It will take some time for the impact of the ADD and 
increased self-sufficiency in China to play out fully into 
the global markets. In the meantime, with global benzene 
production capacity expected to increase by some 6m 
tonnes/year by 2020, global supply is expected to just 
about manage to meet increased downstream demand, 
without causing significant oversupply.

It is of course likely that short-term disruptions and fluctuating 
demand patterns from region to region will mean that peaks 
and troughs will continue to be seen in the global benzene 
market and that liquidity will continue to be needed. ■

ICIS Benzene GLOBAL PRICe FOReCAST RePORT
Produced by our consulting team at ICIS, the ICIS Benzene Global 
Price Forecast Report provides a detailed view of the global benzene 
and downstream markets to support your short- to medium-term 
business decisions. 

Use the report to:

n  Gain an independent view on where the markets are heading
n  Review your market position 
n  Support buying or selling decisions

enquire about the iCiS Benzene Price forecast Report 

http://www.icis.com/priceforecast?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9


Critical Market Data, Tools And Expertise

Pricing intelligence
ICIS price reports provide independent, objective and trusted intelligence for the global 
petrochemical, energy and fertilizer markets.

iCiS Pricing Reports provide access to: 
n  Spot and contract price assessments
n  In-depth analysis and price history to help you track and understand price drivers and trends
n  Easy access to information, with multiple delivery options

Analytics Solutions
Transformative analytical tools designed to navigate and optimise 
opportunities in a demand-lead, price sensitive global market-place. 

iCiS Analytics Solutions enables you to: 
n  Spot opportunities and minimise risk 
n  Shape future strategy 
n  Supplement your in-house analytics

Supply & demand database
The ICIS Supply and Demand Data Service enables subscribers to gain a long-term view 
of the rapidly changing petrochemical markets. 

Supply & demand database enables you to: 
n  Determine the local or regional scenario in a global context to support your planning
n  Identify, evaluate and optimise opportunities
n  Validate commercial and growth strategies
n  Identify and manage financial or investment risks

industry news
Our global network of local experts report breaking news stories that impact chemical 
markets, influence commodity prices and affect your daily business decisions. 

iCiS news provides: 
n  Real-time news round-the-clock 
n  Analysis and likely market impact
n  Production news and force majeures

Specialist Services
The global team of ICIS experts brings extensive knowledge of industry sectors through:

Expand your knowledge to navigate
complex markets more confidently

Get the latest insights into current 
issues and trends from a handpicked 
selection of experts

Get tailored advice and guidance 
to address your company’s key 
challenges

find oUt MoRe

find oUt MoRe

find oUt MoRe

find oUt MoRe

SPeCiAlized tRAining indUStRY ConfeRenCeS BeSPoKe ConSUltAnCY 

https://www.icis.com/contact/free-sample-price-report/?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9
https://www.icis.com/contact/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9
https://www.icis.com/contact/enquire-about-icis-supply-and-demand-window/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9
https://www.icis.com/contact/request-free-trial-icis-news/?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9
https://www.icis.com/training/ ?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9
https://www.icis.com/conferences/?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9
https://www.icis.com/services/consulting/?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-03-GLOBAL-afpmspecialpublication&sfid=7012X000001jph9

